
While most bowhunters
hunt from elevated stands
more and more hunters

are adding a ground blind or two to
their hunting arsenal. There are also
those hunters that simply prefer to
hunt from the ground using available
cover. For all of these hunters finding
a good way to remain comfortable
and motionless is a huge challenge.
While there are a number of stools
and chairs on the market few if any
were designed with all of the needs of
the hunter in mind. 

Scott Hoffman, designer of
HuntMore’s 360 degree All Sports
Chair, is a passionate bowhunter who
has an extensive background as a
product designer. He is constantly
looking for products to make his time
afield more enjoyable while increas-
ing his chances for success. When
Scott could not find a satisfactory
hunting chair his frustration became
the mother of invention as he com-
bined his passions of design and
hunting which led to the develop-
ment of the original HuntMore Chair.

This month’s column features the
latest version of that original chair
that has been renamed the 360 degree
All Sports Chair. With a name like that
you would expect a lot and I can con-
fidently state that the 360 degree All
Sports Chair more than lives up to its
name.

The All Sports Chair is so unique it
is difficult to know where to start so I
guess the best place to begin is with
what Scott calls “butt time.” The large
19x19x19 inch triangular padded seat
is slightly elevated in the front allow-
ing the body at rest to lean back natu-
rally against the dual backrest pads
that support the back. The adjustable
lumbar support allows the backrest to
be adjusted specifically for the physi-
cal size of the user resulting in greatly
reduced fatigue. The seat and backrest
are designed for all day comfort and I
can truly say that from personal expe-

rience the All Sports Chair is as com-
fortable as my office chair which I
work from every day. 

The height of the chair is infinite-
ly adjustable from 16 to 22 inches by
simply using the extra large thumb-
screw compression adjustment on
each leg. Because each leg is indepen-
dently adjustable it also allows the
user to easily adjust the chair to com-
pensate for uneven terrain. The large
foot pads prevent the chair from sink-
ing into soft ground.

While comfort in a hunting chair
is important, stability and balance are
also key considerations. When shoot-
ing a bow or gun your accuracy is
dependent upon how stable your
stance and your body are as they are
the basis for your shooting form. In
the past, I have found when using an
unstable chair or stool my body is
constantly fighting the out of balance
condition. If I am not aware of what is
happening and do not compensate
accordingly it will affect my shooting.
I have found the 360 degree All Sports
Chair so stable that I can focus strictly
on the shot as my shooting platform
remains stable even if I need to rotate
the chair to get the shot. 

Speaking of rotation, as the name
implies, the 360 degree All Sports
Chair rotates 360 degrees allowing the
hunter to get into the proper shooting
position while easily drawing the bow,
(in the case of a bowhunter). The chair
rotates on a large bronze flange bush-
ing which is quiet, smooth and basi-
cally self-lubricating. A drop or two of
scent free oil on the bushing at the
end of each year is all of the mainte-
nance normally required.   

I have found that I can rotate the
chair approximately 70 degrees by
keeping my feet firmly planted on the
ground and simply flexing my knees
to the side. If I need to move more
than 70 degrees I simply raise my feet,
one at a time, slightly off the ground
and make a small 6 inch step to the

side which easily adds another 20
degrees of motion. 

When I first set up my chair at my
hunting site, I anticipate where the
shot may occur and position my chair
so the shot is within my range of
motion. This normally allows me to
simply raise the bow and draw when a
shot presents itself. During my prac-
tice sessions at my home range I
always take a number of shots while
seated on the chair when I am antici-
pating using it for a hunting set-up.
This not only builds confidence but
also gives me a good idea of how to
position the chair in the field to mini-
mize movement during the draw. 

The All Sports Chair is as quiet as
a mouse making it ideal for even close
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Comfortable Seating for Hunters

HuntMore’s new 360 degree All Sports
Chair was specifically designed with the
hunter in mind. It is ideally suited for
bowhunters as well as those hunting with
crossbow or gun on the ground or from a
ground blind. The ergonomically designed
seat combined with the lumbar back sup-
port provides all day comfort.
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shots at ground level. Bronze flange
bushings on the hubs and hinges pre-
vent contact between the aluminum
hub and bolts and the designed-in
tight tolerances in the hubs and
hinges all combine to eliminate
unwanted noise.   

The All Sports Chair comes com-
plete with a small carrying case and
weights in at just 10.5 pounds. The
chair can be quickly set-up or torn
down and folds down into a compact
package for storage and transporta-
tion.  

SELLING TIPS
The 360 degree All Sports Chair is

a high end product designed for the
customers who demand the very best
and appreciate high quality. If you
don’t think you have any of those cus-
tomers think again. They come
through your door every day asking
for your best bow, your best quiver or
your best hunting sight.

Like many products that don’t sell
well if not displayed properly, I would
suggest keeping one 360 degree All
Sports Chair in the carrying case to
show how compact and easy it is to
store or transport the chair. Set up a
second in your showroom where peo-
ple will be most likely to sit on it or ask
about it. This will open up a selling
opportunity. I would also consider
placing a chair in your shooting range

and then encouraging shooters
to try a few shots while seated. 

One promotional idea to get
more people in the chair might
be to put up a deer target with an

orange dot on it and a sign saying, “Hit
the orange dot and win a free ???”  The
prize could be something as simple as
a can of soda or a free candy bar.
Another idea might be to keep track of
everyone who hits the dot each week
and at the end of the week draw a
name for a free small prize or discount
on their next purchase. The ideas are
limited only by your imagination but
the purpose is to get more people to
try the chair.

While it was originally designed
for use by a bowhunter, the chair is

ideal for crossbow and gun hunters as
well. Some hunters find a shooting
stick, bipod or tripod an excellent
addition to the All Sports Chair.
Primos is one supplier. With the rising
interest in ground blinds, hunting
chairs are a natural add-on accessory.
Add a chair to your ground blind dis-
play. Better yet, if you have the room
to have a ground blind set up place a
chair inside the blind. What better
way to promote sales then by saying,
“Step in and have a seat.”

However sales don’t stop there. As
the name implies, the chair is an All
Sports Chair meaning it can serve
multiple duties for camping, fishing,
bird watching and sporting events to
name just a few. Most bowhunters
have other interests and friends with
other interests so the possibilities go
on and on. 

“Our best sales tool is simply get-
ting someone to sit in the chair,
which I call butt time,” explained
Scott Hoffman. “Anyone who owns
our All Sports Chair becomes our
best salesman. Once a dealer gets a
few out among his customers I think
they will see that the chair builds its
own market.”

By Business Editor John Kasun
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for the widest variety and latest innovations 
in bowstring material from the people who 
really know archery
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The central heavy duty hub
allows the 360 degree All
Sports Chair to rotate
smoothly and noiselessly
with minimum effort.

These large 4 inch
foot pads provide
secure footing on
most terrain while
preventing the
pad from sinking
in soft earth.

The 360 degree
All Sports Chair
easily folds into
a compact unit.
Along with the
seat and back
pad the frame
fits into the
included carry-
ing case for ease
of storage or
transportation
to the woods.
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